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Abstract Recently, space or satellite technology, as well as space data applications,
is developing rapidly, resulting in a variety of uses. At the same time, related legal issues
raise questions about how they can be handled effciently. In addition to pointing out
the importance of managing satellite activities in a legally sound environment, this paper
explains the relevance of the General Data Protection Regulation and the challenges it will
face in handling space-based data, as well as in managing threats to privacy and personal
data regarding the outer space context.
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INTRODUCTION
Space and the related satellite technology
have created immense potential to facilitate
human civilisation with various services.
This sector plays important roles, ranging
from accelerating faster communication
systems to fostering the digital economy,
and it contains more potential to contribute
immensely to smart technological networks.1
The new space economy2 refers to business
characterised by new commercial actors and
business models and the utilisation of small
satellites to provide services, space-based data
and applications.
For the purpose of this paper, there are
two aspects related in the context of space
and space-based data. The first aspect regards
regulation and control of satellite ownership,
licensing, technical requirements, limitations
and responsibilities.3 The second aspect is
the protection of personal data and privacy
in relation to space-based data. Many latest
technologies are used to generate satellite
industry and data, including remote sensing,
internet of things (IoT), 5G and so on.
Space-based arrangements, especially with
the ever-widening use of technologies —
such as the IoT, global navigation satellite
systems (GNSSs), high-resolution remote
sensing and future radio communication,
such as 5G networks — are technically
able to deduce accurate information,
including much personal data, from the
interconnected smart devices and sensors,
which can cause threats to personal data
and privacy. Legal issues and regulation,
including the protection of personal and
location data related to space-based big data,
are key enablers for a viable and sustainable
new space economy in the era of digital
infrastructures being expanded to space.
The use of remote-sensing technology,
as well as satellite connectivity, is generating
and distributing huge amounts of data,
which have developed into ‘space big data’.
This variety of data may apparently seem
unconnected, but in combination with
other factors, it can produce accurate user

information.4 The Infrastructure for Spatial
Information in the European Community
Directive5 that entered into force in May
2007 covers spatial data and data services that
are mainly limited to environmental issues,
and it is therefore not widely applicable to
data protection aspects.
The prime European Union (EU) law
in the field of personal data protection and
privacy is the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), which also has
international application in certain
circumstances. It is important to note that
the GDPR does not contain a separate
provision on outer space or space data
perspectives, but many provisions of the
GDPR can be interpreted by relating them
to the space data context. Therefore, it is
relevant to question whether the scope of
the GDPR was intended to include spacebased data. And if GDPR applies to data
connected to space, is it a necessity to have
a separate law regulating space big data?
This paper provides a brief outlook on
space-based data as well as explains what
challenges the GDPR will face in handling
such data and how GDPR provisions could
or could not be applied regarding the outer
space context or space big data. It also asks
what would be the appropriate solution if
the GDPR does not apply.
AN OUTLOOK ON SPACE-BASED DATA
Space-based data typically encompasses data
from meteorology, telecommunications,
earth observation and navigation satellites.
This means that the data sources and types
of data vary widely, ranging from images
to radio signals in different frequencies.
Remote-sensing data types can include,
for example, aerial optical images, thermal
imagery, hyperspectral imagery, radio
detection and ranging (RADAR) data
or light detection and ranging (LIDAR)
data. Space-based data is increasingly also
open data6, predominantly from the large
governmental space-based infrastructures,
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referred as ‘old space’ for short. These
include, for example, data sources such
as the EU Copernicus Earth Observation
Sentinel satellites, the US Geological
Survey’s Landsat remote-sensing satellites,
GNSS satellites — such as GPS, Galileo,
Glonass and BeiDou — and meteorological
satellites contributing to the World
Meteorological Organisation’s Global
Observing System, to name but a few.
Space-based data offerings and access are
currently undergoing a revolution due to
the introduction of small, commercially
available satellite infrastructures that are
able to provide connectivity, remote
sensing, positioning, and timing data and
services much more affordably than ever
before. Operators and data providers will
be various commercial entities, thereby
democratising the access to space and thus
ultimately the earth-bound data provided
by these space-based sensors. While the
economic impacts of the commercial space
industry7 and data provision are evidently
broad, this brings pressure to have globally
coherent and transparent data privacy
policies in relation to the various spacebased data.
Many companies are operating hundreds
of satellites including earth observation
technologies. High-resolution imagers are
revolving around the earth, which are able
to point any place on the earth, and thus, it
involves questions about location privacy.8
THE RELEVANCE OF THE GENERAL
DATA PROTECTION REGULATION
A country may have ownership in the
airspace up to 160 km above the ground,
although this height is not unanimously
agreed internationally. But normally,
satellites orbit in higher space, and therefore,
those are not included by the national
airspace.9 In the confusion regarding
whether the provision on extraterritorial
application of the GDPR will apply in case
of communications and data transmissions
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via satellite, it can be said that, even though
government satellites and remote sensing
are involved, if personal data of EU citizens
are concerned, and data is processed on the
earth, the GDPR should apply, except some
exceptions.
The GDPR becomes relevant with regard
to satellite services and data in relation to
television broadcasting, telecommunications
and location-based services when the
service providers and companies collect
and process personal data as data processors
and controllers.10 Several provisions of the
GDPR relate to the context of personal
data processing in a space data platform,
including the general principles of data
processing, the rights of data subjects, the
obligations of data controllers and processors
(including the security of personal data),
cross-border issues and the transfer of
personal data, data protection by design and
by default, and so on. The controllers are
required to follow lawfulness of processing
as described in Article 6. At the same time,
informing data subjects about personal data
processing, obtaining their consent, applying
anonymisation and pseudonymisation,
charging fines for infringements of GDPR
provisions and other related requirements
under the GDPR apply.
These aspects in general, with regard to
personal data processing, however, have
been featured in various research already.
Therefore, instead of only discussing the
connections between the GDPR and space
data, this paper explores the reality related
to satellite and space data and how effective
the GDPR provisions are in handling space
big data.
It is also important to determine whether
a satellite operator is acting as a data
controller or a processor because processors
have different obligations to controllers.
In some instances, satellite operators do
not have a direct connection with data
subjects, and they process data on behalf
of the controller. According to Article
4(2) of the GDPR, the term ‘processing’
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includes diverse meanings, for example,
the ‘collection, recording, organisation,
structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration,
retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise
making available, alignment or combination,
restriction, erasure or destruction’ of
personal data (here, via satellite). Therefore,
drawing a contract between data controller
and processor as per Article 28(3) of the
GDPR is an important step for mentioning
the processor’s main obligations in
processing personal data.11
CHALLENGES AND EXCEPTIONS
UNDER THE GENERAL DATA
PROTECTION REGULATION
In many cases, satellites in the EU region
are run by EU institutions, and processing
personal data by EU institutions is normally
not governed by GDPR provisions. As
an example, the Copernicus programme,
previously known as the Global Monitoring
of Environment and Security (GMES), is
an earth observation programme in the
EU for satellite remote sensing which
generates and uses huge amounts of data.12
The European Commission coordinates
and manages the programme in partnership
with EU member states, the European Space
Agency (ESA) and other EU agencies.13
The ESA coordinates the technical sides
of the Copernicus initiative. Thus, EU
institutions operate as the key entities for the
functioning of the Copernicus programme.14
In such instances, Regulation (EC) No.
45/2001 of the European Parliament used
to apply.15 A new regulation (Regulation
[EU] 2018/1725),16 however, has been
introduced to replace Regulation (EC)
No. 45/2001 in order to cope with GDPR
requirements as well as to fulfil the current
EU data protection legal framework.17
Although this different regulation governs
personal data protection aspects for EU
institutions, it is important to note that
Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 provides

rules for EU institutions in line with the
GDPR standards.18 For example, Article 5
of Regulation (EU) 2018/1725 reflects the
conditions for the lawfulness of personal
data processing as articulated in Article 6
of the GDPR, which states that only on
some specific and lawful grounds can EU
institutions, bodies and agencies process
personal data.19
While the GDPR applies to the EU
region, which consists of 27 member states,
European satellite activities are not confined
to the EU. European cooperation in space
is targeted towards the member states of
the Council of Europe. Institutions — for
example, the European Commission or the
European GNSS Agency — are not subject
to the GDPR.20
The ESA is a very relevant institute which
is not limited to the EU region; rather,
it is considered as a global, transnational
organisation. Except for some exceptions,
the scope of the GDPR does not normally
cover such international organisations. It
is good, however, that the ESA’s internal
personal data protection policy reflects
the wording of the GDPR relating to the
processing and protection of personal data.21
Regarding the exception mentioned
earlier, according to Article 3 and Recital
23 of the GDPR, the provisions of the
GDPR apply to both EU and non-EU
companies (here, satellite operators) if
they offer goods or services in the EU
or to data subjects in the EU. Thus, the
GDPR permits extraterritorial application
in certain circumstances.22 But such an
‘offering of goods or services’ requirement
may not always match the space context.
Most satellite activities, as well as remotesensing activities, have a global effect.23 As
outer space indicates a common area with
no boundary, space objects and satellite
services, and the derived applications,
are universal in nature. The existence of
multiple satellites in space requires secure
coordination among different networks
to avoid possible conflicts. Therefore,
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international dialogues and the enactment
of applicable, binding international legal
instruments are very important.24
Satellites are often operated by a public
authority or state. It is relevant to mention
that in certain circumstances the state or
public authorities can enjoy some exceptions
to the GDPR provisions where the general
restrictions of that regulation will not apply.
It is alleged that there is a lack of
transparency and openness in regard to the
general public about the collection, sale
and processing of data through satellite
systems. Perhaps because of the military
involvement and defence perspectives
regarding satellite activities, some
restrictions are maintained.25 Governments
across the world restrict satellite data
as per their policies.26 Uncontrolled
access to satellite data can even threaten
national security. National security is such
a sensitive ground that different laws,
including the GDPR, permit exceptions
to general rights when there is the
possibility of threats to national security.
If transparency and openness, however,
does not threaten national security, then
it is the citizen’s right to know more
about the satellite data that she or he is
being subjected to, or more specifically,
the satellite data that are collected about
herself or himself.27 In particular, if
someone’s personal data is collected via
satellite technologies, she or he should be
informed about that. No more data should
be collected than that which was initially
intended to be shared.28
In the context of national security,
if states assign security-related tasks to
corporate or private entities which, at
the same time, conduct the processing of
personal data for civilian purposes, in such
circumstances, determining the scope of
the GDPR in regard to those entities may
become challenging.29
Simultaneously, confusion arises about
the circumstances in which open and free
access to space data should be allowed. It
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has also been highlighted that there needs to
be a balance between the legal issues of the
private ownership of data and information,
and public interests when remote sensing
or localisation is concerned.30,31 There are
two prevalent and apparently differing
approaches in this context: while the
European community considers the
protection of personal data and privacy a
fundamental human right, it also promotes
business convenience with the free flow of
data and open data platforms. Therefore,
balancing these two approaches efficiently
is very important in order to mitigate
potential conflicts.32 Open access to public
digital data is always encouraged in order
to benefit from such data, spur on new,
innovative business opportunities and
impact on society. The same approach to
space-based data is also developing.33 But
protection of personal data and privacy
must be guaranteed while making open
any space data.34 In this context, the
instruction of Recital 4 of the GDPR can
be considered; the recital communicates
that ‘the right to the protection of personal
data is not an absolute right; it must be
considered in relation to its function in
society and be balanced against other
fundamental rights, in accordance with the
principle of proportionality’.
CONCLUSION
Technologies are constantly advancing, and
space technologies are thereby growing
fast and at an increasing pace. Space has
become an essential part of our daily
lives — data communications solutions,
transport, weather forecasting, as well
as agriculture and forestry are highly
dependent on the space-based data resources
offered by satellites. ‘New space’ offers
the possibility of using satellite platforms
for new, economically driven activities as
it is orders of magnitude less costly than
before because of advances in technologies,
standardisation procedures and decreases
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in launch costs. Due to the relatively low
resolution of satellite imagery so far, not
many privacy issues have been raised up to
this point. Forecasts show that space-based
data developments, however, are moving
towards higher and higher resolutions, as are
the obtainable localisation accuracies with
GNSS, which explains why data privacy
will become more and more important with
space data. Although the GDPR provisions
were intended to deal with the personal
data protection issues that appeared with the
rapid expansion of modern technologies,
in certain circumstances its provisions
may seem difficult to suit for handling
satellite and space-based data. Because of its
distinctive nature, introducing a new legal
framework with a worldwide effect in order
to secure the proper use of space-based
data is a demand that needs to be met soon.
Considering the link to national security
and personal data protection with the
satellite data, as well as the involvement of
technical and legal speciality, a transparent
and interdisciplinary regulatory framework
would be effective in handling such
data.35 The enactment of such a regulatory
framework will help to create a secured
and steady environment for generating and
using space-based data to its maximum
potential. Also, the concerned law should
efficiently balance privacy against the open
data platform36, and this can be a topic for
future research.
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